Federal Estate Tax
How Much Passes Tax Free in Ohio?

“In the state of Ohio we no longer have a state level estate tax, though there are
states that still do have death taxes on the state level.”
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In the state of Ohio we no longer have a state level estate tax, though there are states
that still do have death taxes on the state level. This is something to take into
consideration if you are considering relocation for your retirement years.

However, we are certainly subject to the federal estate tax as Ohio residents. This tax
can play havoc with your financial legacy because it carries a very high 40 percent
maximum rate.

The good news is that your heirs will not be required to part with $.40 out of every
dollar that they receive. This is because of the fact that there is a federal estate tax
exclusion. A certain amount of money can be passed along before the estate tax is
applied to the asset transfers.

In 2013 the amount of the federal estate tax exclusion is $5.25 million. You may
remember the way that the so-called fiscal cliff situation was dominating the news
cycles toward the end of 2012. What awaited us at the bottom of the fiscal cliff? The
destructive forces were automatic tax increases and spending cuts.

One of these automatic tax increases would have impacted the federal estate tax.
Under the laws as they existed throughout virtually all of 2012 the estate tax rate would
have gone up from 35 percent to 55 percent in 2013, and the exclusion would have gone
down from $5.12 million to just $1 million.

On New Year's Eve and New Year's Day the legislators came to an agreement, and it
was signed into law by the president. This compromise allowed us to step back from
the fiscal cliff. The terms are contained within a piece of legislation that has been titled
the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012.

The parameters of the federal estate tax did not change very much after the passage of
this measure. This year we have a $5.25 million exclusion, and it can be adjusted
annually for inflation. The maximum rate of the estate tax went up from 35 percent to
40 percent.

Other Taxes on Asset Transfers

When you hear about the federal estate tax you may decide that you will give gifts to
the people who are on your inheritance list while you are still alive to get around the
death levy. This is something that was done by John D. Rockefeller after the estate tax
was enacted in 1916.

The federal government was not particularly pleased with this type of thing, because
for all intents and purposes it rendered the estate tax impotent. As a result, a gift tax
was imposed eight years after the installation of the federal estate tax.

We have an annual gift tax exclusion. This is one of the reasons why most people never
pay taxes on gifts that they give. The amount of this exclusion in 2013 is $14,000. There
is no limit to the number of
people that you can give
$14,000 or less to in a tax-free
manner in a given year.

This tax on gifts is unified with
the estate tax. The $5.25
million that we mentioned
previously encompasses
taxable gifts and the value of
your estate. As a result, you
could give a tax-free gift to a particular individual that exceeds $14,000 during a tax
year. But, you would be using a portion of your unified $5.25 million exclusion to do
this.

In addition to the gift tax and the federal estate tax we also have a generation-skipping
transfer tax. This tax is imposed on asset transfers to people 37.5 years younger than
you who are not members of your family. It can also be imposed on family members
who are more than one generation younger than you. The $5.25 million exclusion

applies to the generation-skipping transfer tax as well, and it too carries a 40 percent
maximum rate.

Transfer Taxes and Married Couples
When you are trying to
determine how much
you can pass on to
others free of estate
and gift taxes you
should understand
some things about
transfer taxes and
married couples. There
is an unlimited marital
deduction that applies
to gifts that you give
while you are living,
and bequests that you
may leave to your spouse after you pass away. This allows you to transfer any sum of
money to your spouse free of taxation.

This is assuming your spouse is a citizen of the United States. If you are married to a
citizen of another country you cannot utilize the unlimited marital deduction.

Why would this be the case? The short answer is that the tax man wants his cut
eventually. If you pass away and leave everything to your spouse in a tax-free manner,
what is he or she going to do with it? Your spouse will be leaving these assets behind to
his or her heirs, and once again the estate tax will be a factor.

On the other hand, if your spouse was a citizen of another country he or she could
simply head back there with his or her inheritance if the marital deduction was available
to noncitizen spouses. If your surviving spouse lived out his or her life in that country
the United States Internal Revenue Service may never see a penny after he or she
passes away.

Each American taxpayer is entitled to the $5.25 million unified exclusion. This means
that a married couple would have a total of $10.5 million if they combined their
respective exclusions. This raises
an interesting question: what
happens to your exclusion when
you die if your spouse is still
living?

The answer is that your surviving
spouse would be able to use the
exclusion that you were entitled
to as well as his or her own because the estate tax exclusion is portable. However, you
have to take steps to opt in to portability. This is done by filing Internal Revenue Service

Form 706 within nine months of the passing of the decedent. If you need extra time you
could apply for a six-month extension.

Conclusion
You can transfer as much as $5.25 million to people other than your spouse free of
transfer taxes. Any transfers that exceed this amount would potentially be subject to a
40 percent federal levy.

There are legal techniques that can be utilized to keep your exposure to a minimum
even if your assets exceed $5.25 million in value. The wise course of action is to discuss
your options with a licensed estate planning attorney so that you can take the
appropriate steps to preserve your wealth.
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